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Isotope ratios 
show strong 
spatial pattern, 
low at:
- High latitude
- High altitude
- Continental 

interiors

- preserved in a 
lot of materials!

Dependence of isotope ratios on climate
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Oxygen: 99.76% 16O, 
0.2% 18O

Hydrogen: 99.99% 
1H, 0.01% 2H

Water isotopologues: 
1H216O - 99.74%
1H218O - 0.20%
1H2H16O - 0.01%
Others - 0.05%

Isotope Fractionation
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Isotopic Fractionation
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Rayleigh distillation

Dominant model to explain isotope 
ratio variability in precipitation, 

based on idealized open-system 
condensation
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How well does Rayleigh distillation explain precipitation 
isotope ratios?
1950s - ~1990s: “simple” applications of the rainout effect: local temperature (ground or 

cloud), local precipitation amount (“amount effect”), “continentality” (distance from coast). 
More data has resulted in more mechanisms:
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Isotope tracers in Earth system models

[Fiorella et al. 2021]

CAM6, F compset (atm+lnd), 0.9x1.25°FV, 
nudged to ERA5, 1980-2004 mean

[since been extended through 2022]
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Extracting more information on hydrological processes using “process” tracers
Enhanced hypothesis testing and model metrics LA-UR-24-21697
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What do isotope ratios in precipitation actually tell us?
I won’t touch on actual paleoclimate much today, but instead will discuss how these 
process-tracers could have a lot of power to help with analysis of paleoclimate data 
and model simulations. Some motivating questions I’ll cover today:

1.Lots of recent discussion in literature of “non-Rayleigh” behavior – how well does 
Rayleigh distillation describe precipitation isotope ratios?

2.Deuterium excess (d-excess, d2H – 8d18O) is often thought to preserve information 
(e.g., T or RH) about the evaporative source – what information is actually recorded 
in d-excess?
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How well does Rayleigh distillation explain precipitation 
isotope ratios?

Log-transformed d18O
Log-transformed d18O,

normalized for initial d18O

[Fiorella et al. 2021] ln(𝛿 + 1) = ln(𝛿!) + (𝛼 − 1)ln(𝑓)
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How well does Rayleigh distillation explain precipitation 
isotope ratios?

Log-transformed d18O
Log-transformed d18O,

normalized for initial d18O

[Fiorella et al. 2021]

Variation
due to initial 
conditions

Deviation due to ice 
supersaturation and 

temperature dependence 
of fractionation
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What information 
does d-excess retain 
about evaporative 
conditions?

[Fiorella et al. 2021]
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New variables for regression/machine learning: how important 
are different drivers of precipitation d18O and d-excess?

[Fiorella et al. 2021]

Normalized Variable Importance

d18O d-excess
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Partial 
dependences 

from ML 
models

[Fiorella et al. 2021]
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A fully-coupled water 
tracer infrastructure 
in E3SM (stay tuned)
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[WIRED Magazine]
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Will be hiring a summer 
student intern at LANL for 

this project!
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